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Abstract— The cloud-based data sharing technology with cryp-
tographic primitives enables data owners to outsource data
into paradigms and privately share information with arbitrary
recipients without geographic barriers. However, we argue that
most of existing efforts for outsourced data sharing are either
inefficient, inflexible, or incompletely secure due to the follow-
ing problems: (1) lack of efficient strategies for dynamically
designating target ciphertexts to multiple recipients; (2) how
to hide the identity of the recipient and (3) how to verify
the correctness of outsourced ciphertext transformation without
any denial. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work
has thoroughly explored the above three issues, motivating us
to design such an efficient and comprehensively secure out-
sourced data sharing mechanism. We design VF-PPBA, the first
Verifiable, Fair and Privacy-preserving Broadcast Authorization
framework for flexible data sharing in clouds. In more detail,
we first invent a new primitive, privacy-preserving multi-recipient
broadcast proxy re-encryption (PPMR-BPRE), which enables
the authorization of a given ciphertext to different recipients
with efficient ciphertext transformation, and further guarantees
that any malicious adversary deduces nothing about the identity
of the recipient. Then, we present VF-PPBA for flexible data
sharing with PPMR-BPRE as the underlying structure, which
in addition to inheriting all the functionalities of PPMR-BPRE,
is capable of supporting the verifiability of the outcome correct-
ness of the outsourced conversion task, and being immune to
the malicious accusation if the outsourcing outcome is correctly
completed. We formalize the adversarial models and render
comprehensively strict security proofs to prove the security
of our proposed solutions. Its performance is also validated
via experimental simulations to showcase the practicability and
effectiveness.

Index Terms— Privacy-preserving, malicious accusation resis-
tance, verifiability, fairness, practicability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing has progressively become the domi-
nant paradigm for individuals or businesses to share data,

primarily enabled by its powerful storage and computational
capabilities [1], [2], [3]. For instance, cloud service platforms,
such as Google Health [4], Microsoft Health Vault [5], are
available to all participants for conveniently and efficiently
sharing health information with different medical institutions
or individuals. To protect the privacy of data outsourced to
third-party clouds, many representative works have been pro-
posed to encrypt sensitive information, mainly relying on cryp-
tographic primitives including identity-based encryption [9],
[10], [11] and attribute-based encryption [6], [7], etc. In such
a scenario, a data owner first performs data encryption, and
then outsources encrypted data to the clouds, so that the data
can be accessed by any recipient owning the authorization key.

A. Efficiency and Security Concerns

While private data sharing techniques have been studied for
decades, we argue that the state-of-the-art efforts still suffer
from shortcomings in efficiency and security, summarized as
follows.

1) Lack of Efficient Strategies for Dynamically Designating
Ciphertexts to Multiple Recipients: Outsourced data are often
encrypted so that only certain authorized recipients can access
them. This raises the question of how to authorize the data to
other recipients beyond those already authorized in the system.
This is necessary since sharing personal information or med-
ical records with additional recipients for communication or
diagnosis is frequently common. A naive approach would be to
decrypt-then-re-encrypt a given message, and then outsource
it to the cloud to facilitate the access by new recipients. This is
obviously inefficient since it involves the data owner to encrypt
particular data several times and requires the server to store
multiple copies of the target data.

Many representative works have been designed to alle-
viate the above problems, among them the most advanced
works are mainly based on three cryptographic primitives:
attribute-based proxy encryption (ABPRE) [33], [34], [35],
inner product proxy re-encryption (IP-PRE) [37], [38], [39]
and multi-recipient broadcast proxy re-encryption (MR-
BPRE) [36]. Although the above solutions enable sharing
ciphertexts dynamically with multiple recipients, these efforts
are either inefficient or insecure. Specifically, ABPRE enables
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the ciphertext transformation from a set of recipients to
another new set of recipients, with specialized encryption/
re-encryption methods based on the access policy. This is
computationally intensive and the complexity grows linearly
with the expressiveness of the access policy (See Section II-C
for more details). IP-PRE is also commonly used to realize
data sharing for dynamic recipients with the technology
of ciphertext conversion. However, beyond the inefficiency
issue, it requires an always-on entity to act as a key gen-
eration center (KGC) for generating authorization tokens
for ciphertext conversion (See Section II-C). This is diffi-
cult to implement in practical applications. The MR-BPRE
solution as a novel approach is capable of supporting effi-
ciently flexible data sharing with new recipients beyond
those previously authorized. However, the existing MR-BPRE
technique also suffers from the same weaknesses as that
of ABPRE.

2) Difficulty of Hiding the Identities of Recipients: Ideally,
the sharing of outsourced ciphertext data should be absolutely
private, i.e., plaintext information and the identities of the
data recipients should be blind to other entities in the system.
This is necessary especially in medical scenarios. Assuming
an adversary can deterministically infer that a certain patient’s
medical records were sent to a particular doctor, it has an
overwhelming probability to infer the disease a certain patient
may be suffering from the doctor’s identity. Conventional
solutions [25], [26], [27] to preserve the identity privacy are
to partition an identity into two blind parts, such that an
adversary fails to discern the specific counterpart by bilinear
pairings. Apparently, such a solution dividing an identity into
two parts used for encoding is inefficient compared to that of
the identity as a whole. To alleviate this problem, IP-PRE is
commonly used to hide the recipient’s identity by customiz-
ing the inner product-based proxy re-encryption technique.
However, as previously discussed, the IP-PRE implementation
is typically resource-intensive and needs additional KGC to
create authorization tokens for real-time ciphertext conversion.
Therefore, how to design such an efficient data sharing mecha-
nism to perfectly hide the identities of dynamic data recipients
is still an open problem.

3) Difficulty of Verifying the Correctness of Outsourced
Ciphertext Transformation Without Any Denial: As described
above, to realize that a given ciphertext can be accessed by
any recipient, the mainstream method is to perform appropriate
ciphertext transformation on the ciphertext, thereby facili-
tating decryption by new recipients for the new ciphertext.
To boost efficiency, a typical method is to migrate complex
operations in ciphertext conversion to cloud servers. However,
this raises two new security challenges: (a) How to ensure
that the untrusted cloud server correctly performs the speci-
fied outsourced computing tasks. Since outsourced computing
tasks are usually resource-intensive, a “lazy” cloud server
may perform only part of the computations, or even return
random ciphertexts to the recipient in order to save overhead.
(b) How to treat the computation results returned by the server
fairly, i.e., to prevent denial from malicious recipients if the
server faithfully performs the computations. To the best of

our knowledge, the existing efforts rarely tackle the above
challenges in the field of outsourced data sharing.

B. Technical Goals and Challenges

1) Technical Goals: In this paper, we focus on designing a
verifiable, fair and privacy-preserving broadcast authorization
(VF-PPBA) scheme for efficiently flexible data sharing in
clouds. We aim to accomplish the following goals: (a) The
authorization token should be able to be solely-produced
and delegated by any granted recipient to cloud servers for
realizing flexible ciphertext conversion from a set of initial
recipients to another set of new extra recipients. (b) For
either original ciphertext or transformed ciphertext, the iden-
tity of any recipient should be always anonymized for the
prevention of some privacy disclosure of both recipients and
sharers. (c) VF-PPBA should enable verifiability and mali-
cious accusation resistance for the outcome of the outsourced
ciphertext conversion tasks. In other words, any recipient and
any third-party verifier in VF-PPBA should be capable of
efficiently verifying the correctness of the outsourced outcome.

2) Challenges: The fundamental challenges to build such a
VF-PPBA scheme mainly originate from two aspects: i) how to
construct a privacy-preserving multi-recipient broadcast proxy
re-encryption (PPMR-BPRE), which simultaneously enables
the realization of identity anonymity and efficiently flexible
ciphertext conversion. ii) On the basis of the PPMR-BPRE,
how to verify the correctness of outsourced computing without
any denial.

The first dilemma seems to be naturally settled by the
following integration of anonymous IBBE (AIBBE) [25], [26],
[27] and PRE [28], [29], [30], [31], [32] or MR-BPRE [36],
anonymous IBE (AIBE) [15], [16], [17], [18]. However, reach-
ing this goal efficiently and seamlessly is non-trivial because
of the following problems.

(a) It is tricky to integrate AIBBE and PRE to construct
an efficient PPMR-BPRE. In brief, it is a major challenge
for recipients to independently create a proper authorization
token embedding a new access control without holding the
master secret key. The reason is that an authorization token
is essentially a special form of a secret key, which implies
that it must need the participation of the master secret keys in
the generation of an authorization token. It is also intractable
to ensure that the original structure of the AIBBE-based
ciphertext would not be destroyed after the authorization token
is used to complete the ciphertext conversion. This is mainly
due to the fact that the generated authorization token related
to the set of recipients’ identities commonly features two
types of structures of both decryption key and ciphertext
simultaneously, which inevitably affects the structure of the
original ciphertext associated with a set of previously desig-
nated recipients’ identities.

(b) There is no straightforward approach to integrating
the MR-BPRE type ciphertext and AIBE type ciphertext. The
reasons stem from the following aspects: the two forms of
ciphertexts in these various primitives are separately created
but must be merged in a cohesive manner based on the same
public keys. However, it is complicated to merge two separated
ciphertexts with diverse and low coupling into a new ciphertext
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in an elegant manner. Furthermore, using distinct types of
identities in two primitives leads to the failure of mutual
integration. Specifically, the user identity in MR-BPRE as
a whole symbol is embedded into a ciphertext while that
in AIBE is generally and randomly split into two blind
components to impede its recognition via the bilinear map.
Even if the identity could be partitioned into two blind pieces
to achieve identity anonymity in MR-BPRE, it is challenging
to broadcast the ciphertext to multiple recipients using two
separated identity parts.

The second conundrum appears to be elegantly resolved by
the verifiable outsourced computation (VOC) technique [7],
[41], [42] and zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) technology [43],
[44], [45]. Indeed, the private validation of verifiability could
be easily achieved by the VOC technique since the ciphertext
conversion delegated to a third party (e.g., cloud server)
is essentially a special instance of outsourced computation.
Although the public verification of fairness could be realized
by the ZK proof, which not only empowers an untrustworthy
third party to produce proof of the computation (without
any secret disclosure), but also enables anyone holding ver-
ification keys to publicly check the correctness of the third
party’s output. Regrettably, applying such a technique in a
PPMR-BPRE scheme leads to significant calculations related
to proof generation, which could become even worse if the
PPMR-BPRE scheme is highly complex.

C. Our Contributions

To address the above problems, We design VF-PPBA,
the first-ever verifiable, fair and privacy-preserving broadcast
authorization scheme for efficiently flexible data sharing in
clouds. The key novelties of our VF-PPBA are yielded from
the following insights: (a) We observe that the inner product
encryption (IPE) could be employed for constructing the
PPMR-BPRE by combining it with PRE technique. To achieve
identity anonymity and flexible ciphertext conversion without
KGC, we use the vector generation method to correspondingly
transform the user’s identity and identity access list into an
identity vector and an access vector, such that these vectors
can be perfectly hidden in the produced decryption key and
ciphertext (e.g., original and converted ciphertexts). We exploit
the structure-preserving technique to enable authorized recip-
ients to self-produce an authorization token. (b) To guarantee
the verifiability and fairness, the verifiable outsourced compu-
tation technique and the commitment technology are exploited.
Specifically, the solution for validating the output correctness
of the outsourced computations can be realized by adding
redundant ciphertext, in which encrypting the plaintext and
a random value together and committing the random value to
the plaintext are done. The commitment for checking the proof
of correctness can be created by adding the redundant part in
the authorization token.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• Secure Flexible Data Sharing: To support secure flexi-

ble data sharing, both the PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA
schemes permit a sender to share his/her data with a set

of recipients while also allowing any initial recipient to
forward raw data to another set of recipients for access.

• Privacy-preserving of Identity: To provide privacy-
preserving of the recipients’ identities, both the PPMR-
BPRE and VF-PPBA schemes are immune to adversarial
users for inferring the identity privacy from the ciphertext
regardless of original and transformed ones.

• Verifiability and Fairness: To enable verifiability and
fairness, the VF-PPBA scheme empowers any recipient
to privately check the correctness of the output of the
outsourced tasks. Furthermore, it also provides a verifi-
cation mechanism to publicly verify the reliability of the
outsourced outcome to impede the malicious accusation
for cloud servers.

• Security and Efficiency: To realize various data secu-
rity requirements, PPMR-BPRE makes a strong security
assumption, i.e., the cloud servers are considered as
semi-trusted entities. In contrast, the VF-PPBA scheme
considers a weaker security assumption to ensure stronger
security, i.e., the cloud servers are supposed to be mali-
cious. To achieve higher efficiency, both the PPMR-BPRE
and VF-PPBA schemes are built based on the most
computationally-friendly IPE solution. Besides, the effi-
ciency of both methods could be further improved by our
solution depicted in Section VII. These considerations
can make our framework more efficient and practical in
real scenarios.

Besides, we rigorously prove the security of both
PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA. Moreover, the experimental
results demonstrate our methodologies relatively outperform
existing solutions. The experimental source codes can be
publicly found in https://github.com/xuehuan-yang/VFPPBA.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Secure Outsourced Data Protection

As extensively well-known methods, cryptographic encryp-
tion approaches have been widely utilized to secure outsourced
data stored in clouds. Conventional public-key encryption
solutions have been adopted to realize user-centric cloud
data management, however, this kind of solution has severe
certificate management burdens for all users. As a solution to
completely eliminate the burden brought by certificate man-
agement, identity-based encryption (IBE) allows any recogniz-
able strings (such as email addresses or other identifiers) to
serve as public keys and enables a trusted key generator center
to create private keys for all users. Since the first seminal
introduction of IBE was introduced by Boneh and Franklin [9],
various IBE schemes have been intensively researched for IoT
and mobile cloud due to its efficient key management, and
lightweight encryption and decryption operations. For exam-
ple, an IBE was employed by Wei et al. [10] to secure data
sharing in a cloud computing environment. Karati et al. [11]
exploited an IBE scheme to realize secure data sharing in a
cyber-physical cloud environment. He and Kumar [12] utilized
an IBE to establish a cross-domain handshake protocol with
symptoms-matching in mobile healthcare social networks.
Yang et al. [13] used an IBE to invent a secure data possession
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protocol with compressed cloud storage. While the above
IBE-based solutions enable secure data protection in different
practical scenarios, they all fail to consider identity privacy
protection. To realize identity anonymity, Abdalla et al. [14]
proposed an anonymous IBE scheme, which splits the user
identity randomly into two blind parts, thus hindering its
recognition by the bilinear pairing. After that, a number of
anonymous IBE (AIBE) schemes [15], [16], [17], [18] are put
forward. While AIBE schemes can elegantly secure outsourced
data, they only support one-to-one data sharing instead of one-
to-many data sharing.

B. One-to-Many Recipient Data Sharing

To securely share the outsourced encrypted data with mul-
tiple receivers, one-to-many cryptographic methods have also
been extensively investigated. Currently, there are mainly two
technical categories: attribute-based encryption (ABE) [6], [7]
and broadcast encryption (BE) [8]. The ABE scheme enables
its produced ciphertext to be bound to a specific access
structure/attribute set, such that only the user whose attribute
set/access structure embedded in a private key matches
the access structure/attribute set can decode the ciphertext.
Although ABE enables one-to-many fine-grained data shar-
ing, either the ciphertext size or private key size commonly
increases linearly with the number of attributes. In general,
constant-size ciphertext and private key indicate constant
decryption computation overhead. However, the decryption
computation overhead in most ABE works is heavy since it
linearly scales with the number of attributes, which makes
these solutions unaffordable to resource-constraint end-users.
As an alternative one-to-many data sharing technique, identity-
based broadcast encryption (IBBE) [19] permits a user to
designate an identity list to regulate who can access the data.
Compared to the ABE technique, IBBE enables more efficient
decryption operations. To date, lots of IBBE schemes [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24] have been done concerning function-
ality, security and efficiency. Whereas, these efforts rarely
considered identity privacy-protection. To protect the privacy
protection of user identity from being learned, a number of
anonymous IBBE (AIBBE) schemes via identity partitioning
solutions to impede identity recognition are proposed [25],
[26], [27]. Though AIBBE realizes a secure multi-recipient
data sharing, it is incapable of flexibly supporting data sharing
with new recipients beyond those initially specified.

C. Flexible Ciphertext Transformation

To address the dilemma of sharing encrypted data with
new users beyond those initially designated, the concept of
proxy re-encryption (PRE) was invented by Blaze et al. [28].
PRE enables a proxy to be authorized to convert Alice’s
ciphertext into Bob’s ciphertext, such that the capability
of deciphering the ciphertext can be shifted from Alice to
Bob. As a combination technique of IBE and PRE, identity-
based PRE (IBPRE) preserves all PRE’s merits and addition-
ally solves the cumbersome certificate management problem.
To realize the collusion attack resistance, an IBPRE scheme
was suggested by Zhang et al. [29] to prevent the proxy

and authorized users from further sharing the re-encrypted
ciphertext. To support a single-recipient ciphertext to be con-
verted into a multi-recipient ciphertext, Xu et al. [30] proposed
a conditional identity-based broadcast PRE (IB-BPRE) that
allows a delegator to conditionally re-encrypt the ciphertext.
Ge et al. [31] proposed an IB-BPRE scheme, which enables
the transformation of a ciphertext for a recipient into a new
one for a set of recipients. Very recently, Deng and Qin [32]
also presented an IB-BPRE scheme that can convert a single-
receiver’s ciphertext into mult-receiver’s broadcast ciphertext.
Unfortunately, these IB-BPRE schemes neither support the
ciphertext transformation from multiple-recipients to a set of
new recipients nor realize the correctness checking of the
re-encrypted ciphertext executed by the cloud servers.

As a solution to enable dynamical ciphertext conversion, the
attribute-based proxy re-encryption scheme (ABPRE) initially
proposed by Liang et al. [33] could realize the designation of a
proxy who re-encrypts a ciphertext related to a certain access
policy to another one with a different access policy, where
these two access policies define respective access recipients.
Following this work, Liang and Susilo [34] also put forward
an ABPRE scheme that achieves more expressiveness of
access control and efficient data sharing with a specified
set of recipients matching the policy. However, this solution
has prohibitive decryption computation overhead, and fails to
ensure the ciphertext transformation correctness. After that,
Ge et al. [35] proposed a novel ABPRE scheme. A user
associated with a set of attributes is permitted to determine
the correctness of transformed ciphertext, thus detecting the
malicious behavior of the proxy. Besides, this solution can
protect the proxy from malicious accusations if the cipher-
text transformation is correctly done. While ABPRE enables
the ciphertext conversion from multi-recipients to some new
multi-recipients, the existing ABPRE schemes either have
computationally-heave decryption costs, or fail to ensure
strong privacy-protection, e.g., non-authorized users can learn
some attribute privacy from the ciphertext due to the attributes
in the cleartext form directly attached to the ciphertext. Very
recently, Deng et al. [36] introduced IBBE and ABE into PRE
to design a multi-recipient broadcast PRE scheme (MR-PRE),
which also achieves the ciphertext transformation from a set of
recipients to other multi-recipients. However, the decryption
cost is heavy and the privacy of recipients’ identities is not
considered.

To preserve all merits of ABPRE and additionally achieve
stronger privacy of identity or attributes, inner product
proxy re-encryption (IP-PRE) was initially formulated by
Backes et al. [37]. However, apart from the construction based
on composite orders, one serious drawback in their scheme is
that the re-encryption key generation can be only produced
by the trusted key generation center (KGC) instead of the
delegators themselves, which means that the KGC needs to
be online at any time. Clearly, it is impractical for the real-
world applications. Following Backes et al.’s work, Sepehri
and Trombetta [38], [39] proposed new IP-PRE schemes
based on prime order groups. However, these schemes have
the same serious defect as that in [37]. Besides, existing
IP-PRE schemes all assume that the proxy is fully trusted to
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TABLE I

NOTATIONS

perform the mission given by the delegators, thus incapable of
providing the correctness verification of ciphertext conversion.

In this paper, we mainly aim to realize an effi-
ciently flexible data sharing primitive called verifiable, fair
and privacy-preserving broadcast authorization (VF-PPBA)
scheme based on our PPMR-BPRE, in which a delegator can
be allowed to dependently create a re-encryption key (known
as an authorization token) to convert the original ciphertext
for multi-recipients into a new one for a group of new recip-
ients. Our VF-PPBA also allows any authorized recipient to
efficiently access the respective accessible ciphertext without
leaking any identity privacy. Moreover, our VF-PPBA enables
the detection of whether the proxy honestly performs the
ciphertext conversion as well as protecting the proxy (i.e.,
cloud servers) from malicious accusations if the ciphertext
transformation is correctly conducted. In summary, this paper
proposes a VF-PPBA scheme, which is the first to simulta-
neously realize efficient multi-recipient sharing of encrypted
data, identity anonymity, verifiable ciphertext conversion and
malicious accusation resistance.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS

This section first introduces the notations, complexity
assumptions and message-locked encryption used in our solu-
tions. Afterward, it illustrates the system architecture and
describes the threat model and security goals.

A. Notation

The following notations are summarized in TABLE I.

B. Complexity Assumptions

Our PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA schemes depend on the
following complexity assumptions:

Definition 1 (DL Assumption [35]): Let g be a generator of
multiplicative cyclic group G with its prime order p. Given a
tuple (g, g�) of Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption, where
� is a random element of Zp , it is difficult for all adversaries A
to derive the integer �.

Definition 2 (DBDH Assumption [34]): Given a tuple
(g, ga, gc, u, ua, ub,D) of asymmetric Decisional Bilinear
Diffie- Hellman (DBDH) assumption, where g, u are
corresponding generators of multiplicative cyclic groups
G0 and G1, a, b, c are random elements of Zp . For all

Fig. 1. System architecture of VF-PPBA.

adversaries A, it is hard to judge D = e(g, u)abc or D = R1,
where R1 is a random element of group GT .

Definition 3 (P-DBDH Assumption [46]): Let G0 and G1
be multiplicative cyclic groups with corresponding generators
g ∈ G0, u ∈ G1. Given a tuple (g, ga, gab, gc, u, ua, ub,D)
of P-asymmetric Decisional Bilinear Diffie- Hellman
(P-DBDH) assumption, where a, b, c are also random ele-
ments of Zp . For all adversaries A, it is intractable to
differentiate D = gabc or D = R2, where R2 is a random
element of group G0.

C. Message-Locked Encryption (MLE)

There are five algorithms involved in a message-lock
encryption (MLE) scheme. In detail, the parameter generation
algorithm Setup receives a security parameter 1λ and outputs
the public parameter pp ← Setup(1λ); the key generation
algorithm KeyGen takes a message m as input and creates
a message-derived key K ← KeyGen(m); the encryption
algorithm Enc produces a ciphertext C ← Enc(m,K) based
on the given message m and the message-derived key K;
the tag generation algorithm Tag are given the ciphertext C
and outputs a tag T ← Tag(C); the decryption algorithm
Dec returns m/⊥ ← Dec(C,K) based on the input the
ciphertext C and message-derived key K, where ⊥ indicates
the invalid symbol. In our manuscript, we let H2(MLE(m||K))
correspond to H2(m||K), where K ←MLE.KeyGen(m).

D. System Architecture for Data Sharing

Our VF-PPBA architecture consists of five kinds of enti-
ties: a registry authority (RA), an arbitration institution (AI),
cloud server provider (CSP), data owners and data recipients
shown in Fig. 1. RA is a fully honest entity responsible for
initializing the system public parameters and distributing the
private key to data owners and data recipients who make
the registration requests. CSP owns unlimited storage and
calculation resources for users, which supports the computing
and storage service in converting the original ciphertexts into
re-encrypted ones. AI is also a fully reliable party responsible
for responding to fairness determination requests from data
recipients and CSP. That is, AI enables the prevention of
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malicious accusations of CSP. For the CSP, it actually offers
correct transformed ciphertexts to recipients but is accused of
returning incorrect results. In real-world applications, an insti-
tution could buy cloud services (e.g., Amazon cloud, Google
cloud, etc.) from CSP, the IT center of an institution works
as RA and the law department of an institution plays the role
of AI.

For ease of data sharing, data owners commonly outsource
their data to CSP. In detail, a data owner specifies an anony-
mous access vector corresponding to a set of identities to
encode his/her data and then outsources the resulting cipher-
text to CSP. The recipient whose identity vector is orthogonal
to the designated access vector can decode the ciphertext. If an
authorized recipient wants to share the same data with other
new recipients, he/she first designates a new access vector
indicating the new intended recipients and uses it with his/her
private keys to create an authorization token (re-encryption
key). With such an authorization token, the original ciphertext
can be transformed into a new one, such that any new recipient
whose identity vector is orthogonal to the new access vector
can first verify the correctness of converted ciphertexts and
then decrypt them When there is a dispute between a recipient
and the CSP over whether the converted ciphertext is correct,
AI can publicly verify whether the outcome of converted
ciphertext is correct and clarify whether the CSP is maliciously
accused of returning incorrect results. It is worth noting that
the PPMR-BPRE architecture does not contain AI since CSP
is assumed to be fully trusted, which always honestly performs
the conversion tasks for recipients.

Remark: Here, we recognize that in our VF-PPBE scheme a
fully-trusted arbitration institution (AI) is exploited to perform
Claim algorithm to keep the fairness for the CSP, which is
indeed a strong assumption. The reason leading to this setting
mainly originates from the consideration of reducing the com-
putational cost of decryption on the recipients’ sides as much
as possible, thus making our VF-PPBE more efficient and
practical for actual deployments. In fact, such a fully-trusted
arbitration institution is not necessarily required in our
VF-PPBA, which can be replaced via the deployment of non-
interactive zero-knowledge proof (NIZK) on the CSP’s side.
As we all know, the NIZK technology can realize that the
prover (i.e., CSP) could convince the verifier (i.e., recipients)
that a statement (i.e., ciphertext transformation operation)
is indeed correct without leaking any useful information to
the verifier. Although the ciphertext transformation operations
faithfully conducted by the CSP can be ensured with this
technology, the NIZK deployment on the CSP’s side inevitably
brings additionally-computational costs of decryption for a
recipient, since the recipient requires to perform additional
verification of the NIZK proof before decryption. Hence,
to achieve the tradeoff between efficiency and security, we use
a fully-trusted AI to minimize the computational cost of a
recipient’s decryption.

E. Threat Model and Security Goals

There are four types of active attacks to be confronted
in our data sharing scenarios. First, any adversary including

malicious CSP and unauthorized users intends to extract the
cleartext from a ciphertext (including the original ciphertext
and re-encrypted ciphertext) without valid secret keys. Note
that one special case is that unauthorized users collude with
malicious CSP to launch collusion attacks for attempting
to get a valid decryption key, thus accessing the intended
data. Second, any adversary including malicious CSP and
unauthorized or authorized users attempts to learn identity
privacy from a ciphertext, regardless of whether the adversary
has valid secret keys. Third, the malicious CSP would return an
incorrect transformed ciphertext without being checked by the
recipient. Lastly, a recipient who has successfully recovered
the plaintext from a ciphertext may make claims to accuse
CSP of returning incorrect results. In summary, the above
types of attacks are considered threats to data confidentiality,
identity anonymity, transformation verifiability and accusation
fairness, respectively. Considering these real existing attacks,
the security goals of our works are formalized as follows:

1) Confidentiality of outsourced data. If the outsourced
encrypted data are stored in CSP, only the authorized user
can access them if she/he has valid secret keys. Besides, the
data after being re-encrypted can be also accessed by the
new permitted recipients. That is to say, any encoded data
are unreadable to any adversary having no correct secret keys,
including malicious CSP and unauthorized recipients.

2) Privacy of identity. If an access vector correspond-
ing to an access list of recipients’ identities is embedded
into a ciphertext regardless of the original ciphertext and
re-encrypted ciphertext, any user cannot learn the identities of
other recipients even if he/she has been authorized to decrypt
the ciphertext. Also, CSP cannot deduce any identity privacy
from the delegated authorization token associated with the
identity vector and a new access vector.

3) Verifiability and fairness. If a recipient is granted to
access the re-encrypted ciphertext, then the correctness of
the re-encrypted ciphertext generation done by CSP can be
privately checked by himself/herself. Besides, the malicious
accusation of CSP returning incorrect results can be publicly
determined by a trusted third party (e.g., AI).

F. VF-PPBA Frame and Its Security Definitions

In this part, the frame of our VF-PPBA is introduced for
concrete constructions. Besides, the security game definitions
are presented in Supplementary Material A due to the limi-
tations of the space to prove the security of our methodologies.

Our VF-PPBA is formally made up of seven algorithms:
Setup, Register, Enc, Authorize, Transform, Dec, Claim.

• Setup(1λ) → (pp, msk): The system setup algorithm,
performed by RA, receives a security parameter 1λ, and
returns the public parameter pp and the master secret
key msk.

• Register(pp, msk, y)→ sky: The registration algorithm,
also conducted by RA, receives pp, msk and an identity
vector y, and outputs a secret key sky.

• Enc(pp, x, m) → ctx: The encryption algorithm, imple-
mented by data owner, receives pp, an access vector x
and a plaintext m, and produces a ciphertext ctx .
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• Authorize(pp, sky, w) → atx→w: The authorization
algorithm, carried out by authorized recipient, receives
pp, sky and a new access vector w, and creates an
authorization token atx→w.

• Transform(pp, ctx, atx→w) → ctx→w: The transforma-
tion algorithm, executed by cloud servers, receives pp,
ctx and atx→w, and transforms the previous ciphertext
ctx into a new ciphertext ctx→w.

• Dec(pp, ctx/ctx→w, sk) → m/⊥: The decryption algo-
rithm, run by data recipient, receives pp, ctx/ctx→w
and sk. It returns the plaintext m if the inner product
of identity vector and access vector is zero. Otherwise,
it returns a termination symbol ⊥.

• Claim(ctx, aty→w, ctx→w, π) → True/False: The clai-
mation algorithm, performed by a trusted AI (public
verifier), receives ctx, aty→w, ctx→w, a proof π , and
returns True or False.

Our VF-PPBA scheme should achieve fairness, that is,
if cloud servers return correct conversion results to a recipient,
they should be prevented from being maliciously accused of
giving incorrect results. Furthermore, our VF-PPBA scheme
should realize soundness and verifiability. Namely, if each
algorithm in this framework is honestly run by the corre-
sponding entity, the failure would not occur. In this solution,
there are two different types of ciphertexts i.e., ctx and ctx→w.
The message m can be recovered from ctx and ctx→w as
follows: For the original ciphertext ctx ← Enc(pp, x, m) and
any secret key sky ← Register(pp, msk, y), if �x, y� = 0,
then m ← Dec(pp, ctx, sky); For the transformed cipher-
text ctx→w ← Transform (pp, ctx, atx→w) and sky’ ←
Register(pp, msk, y’), where ctx ← Enc(pp, x, m) and
atx→w ← Authorize (pp, sky, w), if �y�, w� = 0, then
m ← Dec(pp, ctx→w, sky’).

IV. CONCRETE CONSTRUCTIONS

In this section, we are the first to invent two various
constructions, i.e., PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA, from inner
product encryption and broadcast encryption for anonymously
and dynamically broadcasting targeted ciphertext to multiple
receivers in the semi-trusted and untrustworthy cloud environ-
ments. The core of our constructions constructing the secret
key and broadcasting ciphertext originates from the inclusion
relationship between an identity and a subset of identities. For
one identity id ∈ Zp , we can easily produce an identity vector
y = (y0, . . . , yn), where yi = idi mod p. For a subset of
accessed identities S = id1, . . . , idn , we can also create an
access vector x = (x0, . . . , xn), where xi is the coefficient of
F(z) = ∏

idi∈S(z − idi ) = ∑n
i=0 xi zi . It is easy to infer the

inner product of x and y equals 0. In the following concrete
constructions, we hide the identity and a subset of identities in
Register & Enc algorithms by replacing the identity vector
and access vector for secret key and ciphertext generation.
For the authorization token, it could be created by binding
the decryption keys of inner product encryption to recipients’
public keys. Specifically, in our two constructions, the secret
key sky hiding the identity vector y is bound with a new
access vector w to realize dynamic authorization for distinct
recipients.

A. An Overview
At first glance, the issues shown in the Introduction can

be easily resolved via dynamic conditional multi-recipient
proxy broadcast re-encryption solutions with slight mod-
ifications. However, these solutions with slight modifica-
tions either actually only solve at most two of the above
issues, or are not easy to construct. To the best of our
knowledge, current existing dynamical multi-recipient proxy
broadcast re-encryption technologies mainly include dynam-
ical attribute-based proxy re-encryption (ABPRE), dynami-
cal identity-based broadcast proxy re-encryption (IB-BPRE,
we also call it MR-BPRE in our paper), dynamical inner
product proxy re-encryption (IP-PRE), which can realize the
strategies for dynamically designating ciphertexts to multiple
recipients.

With the dynamic conditional multi-recipient proxy broad-
cast re-encryption technologies, there are two potential solu-
tions to solve the above issues: I) It is straightforward to
combine ABPRE or IB-BPRE and anonymous technology,
commitment technique. Since ABPRE has been proven to
be inefficient due to its computationally-intensive encryption
and decryption operations, it is unsuitable for constructing
efficient strategies for dynamically designating ciphertexts to
multiple recipients even if it can be elegantly combined with
anonymous technology and commitment technique. Besides,
although IB-BPRE can be slightly modified to realize the
fairness of ciphertext transformation verification, it is not
easy to realize the privacy-preserving of user identities. This
is because most IB-BPRE solutions to preserve the identity
privacy are to partition an identity into two blind parts, such
that an adversary fails to discern the specific counterpart by
bilinear pairings. However, splitting an identity into two pieces
and embedding them into the ciphertext will probably lead
to the original structure change of the ciphertexts, since an
identity commonly features two types of structures of both
the decryption key and ciphertext simultaneously. Moreover,
the encryption and decryption overhead would be at least
twice as high as before. Hence, it is inappropriate to use
this solution for preventing identity privacy leakage. Here
please note that there is no anonymous IB-BPRE solution that
has been designed until now. II) Applying the commitment
technique to IP-PRE directly is another ideal solution. It is
well-known that IP-PRE can be viewed as a high-level primi-
tive of both IB-BPRE and ABPRE since it absolutely features
the advantages of both IB-BPRE and ABPRE. Besides, apart
from the efficient encryption & decryption operations, it also
realizes the anonymity of the identities or attributes, thus
preserving the privacy protection of identities and attributes.
Regrettably, all existing IP-PRE solutions require an always-on
entity acting as a key generation center (KGC) instead of the
user themselves to generate authorization tokens for ciphertext
conversion, which leads to impractical and inflexible for
real-world applications (See Section II. C for more details).
Hence, before applying the commitment technique to IP-
PRE, an IP-PRE solution ensuring independently-producing
authorization tokens is first required to be invented. However,
it is not easy to design such an IP-PRE without KGC to
produce the authorization token, since the decryption key
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structure of IP-PRE commonly determines the form of the
authorization token.

In this paper, we invent the first-ever PPMR-BPRE, privacy-
preserving multi-recipient broadcast proxy re-encryption
scheme, which is essentially a kind of IP-PRE solution. In our
PPMR-BPRE, the authorization token can be sorely-produced
by the user themselves with their own decryption keys
via the structure-preserving technique. On the basis of our
PPMR-BPRE, we exploit the commitment technique to pro-
pose VF-PPBA, the first verifiable, fair and privacy-preserving
broadcast authorization scheme.

B. PPMR-BPRE Scheme in Semi-Trusted Clouds

• Setup(1λ): Based on the security parameter 1λ, it first sets
the bilinear maps (G0, G1, GT , p, e) with its generators
g ∈ G0, u, h ∈ G1, where p is the prime order of
(G0, G1). Next, it chooses a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ →
G1, randomly samples α1, α2, . . . , αn , γ , β, θ ∈ Zp and
performs the following calculations:

g0 = gι, g1 = gθ , g2,1 = gα1, . . . , g2,n = gαn ,

u0 = uβγ , u1 = uθ , u2,1 = uα1, . . . , u2,n = uαn ,

h0 = h, h1 = hθ , h2,1 = hα1 , . . . , h2,n = uαn .

It finally sets pp = (g0, g1, g2,1, . . . , g2,n, h0, h1,
h2,1, . . . , h2,n, H, e(g, uβγ )) and msk = (uβγ , u, u1,
u2,1, . . . , u2,n).

• Register(pp, msk, y): With the input pp, msk and an
attribute vector y, it uniformly samples r, R ∈ Zp

and creates the secret key sky = (sk1, sk2, sk3, y) as
follows:

sk1 = uβγ
n∏

i=1

(u2,i )
yi r u R

1 , sk2 = ur , sk3 = u R .

• Enc(pp, x, m): Given pp, x and the message m, it uni-
formly samples z ∈ Zp and generates a ciphertext
ctx = (c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3) as follows: it first samples
z ∈ Zp and computes c0 = m · e(g, uβγ )z, c1 =
gz, c2,i = gxi z

0 (g2,i)
z, c3 = gz

1. Then, the ciphertext
ctx = (c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3) is produced.

• Authorize(pp, sk): Taking as input pp and sk,
an authorized recipient first picks a new access vec-
tor w = (w1, . . . , wn), randomly selects t, r �, R�,
q ∈ Zp and then computes the authorization token
aty→w = (d1, d2,i , . . . , d8), where d1 = gt , d2,i =
gwi t

0 (g2,i)
t , d3 = gt

1, d4 = sk1 · h R�
1 , d5 = (sk2 · hr �)q ,

d6 = sk3 · h R� , d7 = H (e(g, uβγ )t )/
∏n

i=1(h
yi
2,i )

r � , d8 =
(y1/q, . . . , yn/q).

• Transform(pp, ct, aty→w): After getting the authoriza-
tion token from an authorized recipient, the cloud servers
transform the ciphertext that the recipient with the secret
key sky can decrypt to another one that a new recipient
with the secret key sk�y can access. Specifically, given
aty→w = (d1, d2,i , . . . , d8), the cloud servers convert
the ciphertext ctx = (c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3) into another
ciphertext ctx→w = (C1, C2,i , . . . , C6), where C1 = d1,

C2,i = d2,i , C3 = d3, C4 = c1, C5 = d7 and

C6 = c0 · e(
∏

c
d8,i
2,i , d5) · e(c3, d6) · e(c1, d4)

−1

= c0 · e(
n∏

i=1

cyi
2,i , sk2 · hr � ) · e(c3, sk3 · h R�

1 )

/e(c1, sk1 · h R�
1 )

hr � ) · e(c3, h R�) · e(c1, h R�
1 )−1

= m · e(g, h)
zr �

n∑
i=1

(αi yi+ιxi yi ) · e(g, u)ιrz
∑n

i=1 xi yi .

• Dec(pp, ctx/ctx→w, sk): With the input pp, ctx/ctx→w
and sk, it performs the following operations to decode
the encrypted message m. Since there are two various
types of ciphertexts in the scheme, i.e., the original
ciphertext ctx and the transformed ciphertext ctx→w, the
data access to these two kinds of ciphertexts can be
described as below:

– Case I : For the original ciphertext ctx = (c0,
c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3), the recipient whose identity vec-
tor is orthogonal to access vector x can perform the
following calculation to decode the message m =
c0 · e(c1, sk1)

−1 · e(c3, sk3) · e(
n∏

i=1
cyi

2,i , sk2).

– Case II : For the transformed ciphertext ctx→w =
(C1, C2,i , . . . , C6), an additionally authorized recip-
ient whose identity is orthogonal to access vector w
can conduct the following calculations to recover the
message: Assuming the secret key of the recipient
is sky� = (sk�1, sk�2, sk�3, y�), he/she first computes

A = e(C1, sk�1) · e(C3, sk�3)−1 · e(
n∏

i=1
C

y�i
2,i , sk�2)−1

and A� = e(C5/H (A), C4). Then, he/she recovers
the message m by computing m = C6 · A�.

C. VF-PPBA Scheme in Untrustworthy Clouds

• Setup(1λ): Based on the security parameter 1λ, it first sets
the bilinear maps (G0, G1, GT , p, e) with its generators
g ∈ G0, u, h ∈ G1, where p is the prime order of
(G0, G1). Next, it chooses three hash functions H :
{0, 1}∗ → G1, H1 : GT → {0, 1}2
, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp

and a message-lock encryption algorithm MLE [35].
It also randomly samples α1, . . . , αn, γ , β, θ ∈ Zp ,
μ, σ ∈ G0 and performs the following calculations:

g0 = gι, g1 = gθ , g2,1 = gα1, . . . , g2,n = gαn ,

u0 = uβγ , u1 = uθ , u2,1 = uα1, . . . , u2,n = uαn ,

h0 = h, h1 = hθ , h2,1 = hα1 , . . . , h2,n = uαn .

It finally sets pp = (μ, σ, g, g0, g1, g2,1, . . . , g2,n, h0, h1,
h2,1, . . . , h2,n, H,H1,H2, e(g, uβγ ), e(g, h)βγ , MLE)
and msk = (uβγ , u, u1, u2,1, . . . , u2,n).

• Register(pp, msk, y): This algorithm is the same as that
in PPMR-BPRE. A secret key sky = (sk1, sk2, sk3, y)
can be produced.

• Enc(pp, x, m): Given pp, x and the message m, it uni-
formly samples z ∈ Zp and generates a ciphertext ctx =
(c, c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3) as follows: it first chooses
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z = H2(MLE(m||K)). Next, it conducts the computa-
tions: c0 = m||K ⊕ H1(e(g, uβγ )z), c1 = gz, c2,i =
gxi z

0 (g2,i)
z, c3 = gz

1, c = σH2(m)μH2(K). Then, the
ciphertext ctx = (c, c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3) is produced.

• Authorize(pp, sk): Taking as input pp and sk, it picks
a new access vector w = (w1, . . . , wn), t, r �, R�, q ∈
Zp, ϕ ∈ GT and computes the authorization token
aty→w = (d0, d1, d2,i , . . . , d9), where d0 = ϕ ·e(g, u)βγ t ,
d1 = gt , d2,i = gwi t

0 (g2,i)
t , d3 = gt

1, d4 = skH2(ϕ)
1 · h R�

1 ,
d5 = (skH2(ϕ)

2 · hr � )q , d6 = skH2(ϕ)
3 · h R� , d7 =

H (e(g, uβγ )t )/
∏n

i=1(h
yi
2,i )

r � , d8 = (y1/q, . . . , yn/q),

d9 = e(g, h)βγH2(ϕ), d10 =∏n
i=1(gyi

2,i)
r � .

• Transform(pp, ct, atx→w): After getting the authoriza-
tion token from an authorized recipient, the cloud servers
convert the ciphertext. Specifically, given atx→w =
(d0, d1, d2,i , . . . , d10), the cloud servers transform the
ciphertext ctx = (c, c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3) into another
ciphertext ctx→w = (C, C0, C1, C2,i , . . . , C9), where
C = c, C0 = c0, C1 = d1, C2,i = d2,i , C3 = d3, C4 = c1,
C5 = d7, C6 = d9, C7 = d0, C9 = d10 and

C8 = e(
∏

c
d8,i
2,i , d5)

−1 · e(c3, d6)
−1 · e(c1, d4)

= e(
n∏

i=1

cyi
2,i , skH2(ϕ)

2 · hr � )−1 · e(c3, skH2(ϕ)
3 · h R�

1 )−1

· e(c1, skH2(ϕ)
1 · h R�

1 )

= e(
n∏

i=1

cyi
2,i , skH2(ϕ)

2 )−1 · e(c3, skH2(ϕ)
3 )−1 · e(c1,

= e(g, h)
−zr �

n∑
i=1

(αi yi+ιxi yi ) · e(g, u)H2(ϕ)βγ z

· e(g, u)−ιrzH2(ϕ)
∑n

i=1 xi yi .

Thus, the ciphertext ctx→w is transformed for the identity
vector w.

• Dec(pp, ctx/ctx→w, sk): With the input pp, ctx/ctx→w
and sk, it performs the following operations to decode
the encrypted message m. For data access of ctx ctx→w,
the descriptions are as follows:

– Case I : For the original ciphertext ctx = (c, c0,
c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3) or ctx = (c, c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n],
c3, c4), the recipient whose identity vector is orthog-
onal to access vector x computes A = e(c1, sk1) ·
e(c3, sk3)

−1 · e(
n∏

i=1
cyi

2,i , sk2)
−1 and then derives

m||K = c0 ⊕ H1(A). Finally, he/she outputs the
message m if c = σH2(m)μH2(K) holds. Otherwise,
he/she returns ⊥.

– Case II : For the transformed ciphertext ctx→w =
(C, C0, C1, C2,i , . . . , C9), the new recipient whose
identity vector y� is orthogonal to access vector w
can conduct the following calculations to recover
the message: Assuming the secret key of a recipient
is sky� = (sk�1, sk�2, sk�3, y�), she/he first computes

A = e(C1, sk�1) · e(C3, sk�3)−1 · e(
n∏

i=1
C

y�i
2,i , sk�2)−1,

A� = C8 · e(H (A)/C5, C4) and ϕ = C7/A. Then,
he/she gets m||K = c0 ⊕ H (A�1/H2(ϕ)). Finally,

he/she returns the message m if c = σH2(m)μH2(K)

satisfies. Otherwise, he/she returns ⊥. In this step,
the recipient will give the proof π = (m,K, H (A))
to the trusted AI, where H (A) = H (e(g, uβγ )t ).

• Claim(ctx, aty→w, ctx→w, π): Given an original cipher-
text ctx = (c, c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3, c4), an authorization
token aty→w = (d0, d1, d2,i , . . . , d10), a transformed
ciphertext ctx→w = (C, C0, C1, C2,i , . . . , C9), and a
proof π = (m,K, H (A)), the third trusted verifier
(e.g., AI) first checks whether the following equations
hold: C = c, C0 = c0, C1 = d1, C2,i = d2,i ,
C3 = d3, C4 = c4, C5 = d7, C6 = d9, C7 =
d0 and C9 = d10. If one of the above equations fails,
then it aborts and returns ⊥. Otherwise, it computes
z = H2(MLE(m||K)) and determines whether C =
c = σH2(m)μH2(K), e(C5/H (A), g) = e(C9, h), and
Cz

6 �= C8 · e(C5/H (A), C4)) = e(g, u)H2(ϕ)βγ z . If these
two equations hold, then it outputs True; otherwise,
it returns False. Note that it is extremely important
to verify the correctness of H (A) of the given proof,
because if H (A) fails to pass the verification of the
equation e(C5/H (A), g) = e(C9, h), then Cz

6 �= C8 ·
e(C5/H (A), C4)) always holds. This is the reason why
we need to set the redundant part C9.

V. SOUNDNESS AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide theoretical analysis to prove
that our frameworks are sound and realize semantic security,
verifiability & fairness.

A. Soundness of PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA

Theorem 1: Regardless of whether the ciphertext is the
original or the transformed ciphertext, a user, if he/she has
the correct secret key, can successfully decrypt the ciphertext.

Proof: For a valid original ciphertext ctx =
(c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3), a user who has the secret key sky =
(sk1, sk2, sk3, y) can perform the following computation:

m = c0 · e(c1, sk1)
−1 · e(c3, sk3) · e(

n∏

i=1

cyi
2,i , sk2)

= m · e(g, uβγ )z · e(gz, uβγ
n∏

i=1

(uyi
2,i u

θ R))−1

· e(gθz, u R) · e(
n∏

i=1

(gxi z
0 gαi z)yi , ur )

= m · e(gz,

n∏

i=1

uαi yi r )−1 · e(g
∑n

i=1 xi yi z
0 g

∑n
i=1 αi zyi , ur )

= m · e(g, u)ιrz
∑n

i=1 xi yi ,

Thus, if identity vector y is orthogonal to access vector x, then
the message m can be successfully recovered.

For a valid transformed ciphertext ctx→w = (C1, C2,i ,
. . . , C6), a user who owns his/her secret key sky� can compute

A = e(C1, sk�1) · e(C3, sk�3)−1 · e(
n∏

i=1

C
y�i
2,i , sk�2)−1
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= e(gt , uβγ
n∏

i=1

(u
y�i
2,i )u

θ R�) · e(gθ t , u R�)−1

· e(
n∏

i=1

(gwi t
0 gαi t )y�i ,

ur �)−1 = e(g, u)βγ t · e(g−
∑n

i=1 wi y�i t , ur � ).

If the identity vector y� is orthogonal to access vector w,
then the user can have A = e(g, u)βγ t . Next, he/she com-
putes A� = e(C5/H (A), C4) = e(

∏n
i=1(h

yi
2,i )

r � , g−ιz) =
e(g, h)−r �ιz

∑n
i=1 αi yi . Finally, he/she can decode the message

by calculating m = C6 · A�. Due to the very similarity and the
space limit, we omit the soundness proof of VF-PPBA.

B. Security Proofs for Semantic Security, Verifiability and
Fairness

Theorem 2: The selective identity-hiding security against
chosen plaintext attacks on original ciphertext under DBDH
and P-DBDH assumptions in PPMR-BPRE can be realized in
the standard model.

Theorem 3: The selective identity-hiding semantic security
for converted ciphertext under DBDH and P-DBDH assump-
tions in PPMR-BPRE can be realized.

Theorem 4: Our VF-PPBA realizes verifiability under the
discrete logarithm problem.

Theorem 5: Our VF-PPBA can realize fairness if the dis-
crete logarithm problem holds.

Theorem 6: The selective identity-hiding security against
chosen plaintext attacks on the original ciphertext of our
VF-PPBA under DBDH and P-DBDH assumptions in
PPMR-BPRE can be also ensured in the standard model.

Theorem 7: The selective identity-hiding semantic security
for converted ciphertext in our VF-PPBA under DBDH and
modified P-DBDH assumptions can be also achieved.

Proof : Due to the space limits, here we omit the detailed
security proofs. The whole security proofs can be found
in Supplementary Material B. Specifically, the proofs of
Theorems 2 & 3, Theorems 4 & 5, Theorems 6 & 7
are correspondingly shown in Supplementary Mater-
ial B. A, Supplementary Material B. B, Supplementary
Material B. C.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss how to further enhance the effi-
ciency and functionality of both our constructions. Specifically,
the functionality of our two frameworks can be also enriched
to support fine-grained data sharing based on types of vectors
indicating different functionalities. Besides, the efficiency of
ciphertext and authorization token generation can be improved.

A. Functionality Enhancements

This part introduces different vector transformation tech-
niques based on the types of user attribute lists and access
control. These vectors could be used in our frameworks for
secret key and ciphertext generation. Compared to identity
and access vectors, these vectors can realize fine-grained

access control instead of coarse one. Due to the space limits,
the introduction of various attribute-based access controls is
omitted here. The readers refer to Supplementary Material C
for more details.

B. Efficiency Improvements

This part mainly describes the modification of the ciphertext
generation algorithm and partial decryption algorithm. Here
we omit the descriptions of the modified authorization token
algorithm and another part of the decryption algorithm, which
are identical to the following algorithms. We also present the
security proof to prove the modification captures the same
security as that in the previous version.

In detail, without changing the setup and registration algo-
rithms, the encryption algorithm is partitioned into offline
encryption and online encryption algorithms:

1) Offline: The offline algorithm first randomly samples
z, z1, . . . , zn ∈ Zp and computes the offline ciphertext ct.off =
(m ·e(g, uβγ )z, gz, g−zi

0 (g2,i)
z, gz

1) = (c0, c1, {c�2,i }i∈[1,n], c3).
Then, it keeps (ct.off, z, z1, . . . , zn) for the online encryption.

2) Online: With the input (ct.off, z, z1, . . . , zn) and access
vector x = (x1, . . . , xn), the online algorithm computes
Zi = zi + xi z mod p and returns a final ciphertext ct.fin =
(ct.off, Z1, . . . , Zn) = (c0, c1, {c�2,i }, c3, {Zn}).

Correspondingly, the decryption algorithm for deciphering
ct.fin is modified as m = c0 · e(c1, sk1)

−1 · e(c3, sk3) ·
e(g

n∑
i=1

Zi yi n∏
i=1

c�2,i
yi , sk2) = c0 · e(c1, sk1)

−1 · e(c3, sk3) ·

e(
n∏

i=1
cyi

2,i , sk2). Here, please note that c2,i = gxi z
0 (g2,i)

z in

original schemes must be changed as c2,i = gxiι
0 (g2,i)

z for
the security proofs, which does not affect the other parts of
our constructions.

1) Efficiency Analysis: with the above approach, the encryp-
tion calculation efficiency in the online phase can be decreased
from (2n+4) exponentiation calculations to n modular multi-
plications and the cost is relatively small for decryption due to
the fact that the only n modular multiplications and one point
multiplication is added in decryption phase.

2) Security Analysis: the proofs of the modifications are
almost identical to the original proofs except the challenge
ciphertext generation phase. Let ct = (c0, c1, {c2,i }i∈[1,n], c3)
on the challenge access vector x∗ = (x∗1 , . . . , x∗n ). The
reduction algorithm B first generates the same challenge
ciphertext ct∗, then randomly picks z�1, . . . , z�n ∈ Zp and
simulates the offline/online challenge ciphertext ct.fin∗ =
(c0, c1, {c2,i g−z�i }, c3, z�1, . . . , z�n). Let zi = z�i − ιx∗i , we get

c2,i g−z�i = g
x∗i ι

0 (g2,i )
z · g−z�i = (g2,i )

z g−zi = c�2,i and
z�i = zi + ιx∗i = Zi .

Hence, ct.fin∗ is a valid offline/online challenge ciphertext.
If the security of our modified offline/online schemes could be
breached by an adversary, then he/she can breach the security
of our original schemes as well.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We give functionality comparisons in this section to demon-
strate more capabilities that our PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA
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TABLE II

FUNCTIONALITY COMPARISONS OF RELATED WORKS, PPMR-BPRE AND VF-PPBA

can provide. Besides, we also show the theoretical and experi-
mental analysis via comparisons to indicate more practicability
than the existing related works.

A. Functionality Comparison

In TABLE II, the functionality comparisons among our
PPPMR-BPRE, VF-PPBA, and various categories of related
works are summarized in terms of anonymity, verifia-
bility, malicious accusation resistance, flexible ciphertext
conversion, standard model, malicious cloud environment,
high-efficiency, and prime order group-based construction.
“✓” indicates that the feature can be implemented while
“✗” signifies that the scheme fails to realize this functionality.
Anonymity means that no adversary can deduce the recipient’s
identity or attribute privacy from the original or transformed
ciphertext. Verifiability ensures that the proxy servers are
performing ciphertext transformation honestly. Fairness sig-
nifies that the cloud servers could be immune to malicious
accusations if the outsourced outcome of ciphertext conversion
is executed correctly. The standard model implies that the
security does not require the assistance of hash functions as
random oracles to complete the relevant security queries. The
term “flexible ciphertext conversion” refers to the process of
converting ciphertext from one set of recipients to another
set of new recipients. High efficiency here means that the
system efficiency is proportional to the number of shared users
rather than the number of attributes, due to the fact that the
efficiency of attribute-based solutions is typically much higher
than that of identity-based broadcast methods.

As revealed from TABLE II, we can readily summarize
the following conclusions: the work in LCL+ [33] supports
flexible ciphertext conversion in untrustworthy cloud environ-
ments. Identity anonymity and flexible ciphertext conversion
in semi-trusted clouds are realized in works BGT+ [37]
and ST [38], [39]. In the same semi-trusted cloud environ-
ments, the solution in LS [34], HYF [40], XJW+ [30]
and DZQ+ [36] can enable flexible ciphertext transformation.
Some desirable features, such as verifiability, malicious accu-
sation resistance and flexible ciphertext conversion, are offered
in GSB+ [35]. The PPMR-BPRE enables identity anonymity,

and flexible ciphertext conversion in semi-trusted cloud sce-
narios. The VF-PPBA used for data sharing in malicious
cloud environments can simultaneously achieve additional
advantages than the PPMR-BPRE, such as verifiability and
malicious accusation resistance. Except for the construction
in BGT+ [37], the rest of other works are constructed based
on prime order groups in the standard model.

From TABLE II, we can further conclude that only the
works [37], [38], [39] and our framework realize the
anonymity in the standard model. The practical functionalities
in malicious cloud environments, such as malicious accusation
resistance, can only be achieved in [35] and our VF-PPBA.
Based on prime order groups in the standard model, our
VF-PPBA is the first work that can simultaneously realize
anonymity, verifiability and malicious accusation resistance
and high efficiency.

B. Theoretical Analysis

We theoretically analyze and compare the computation
and storage cost of our works and other related works in
TABLEs III and IV. More specifically, we mainly focus on the
most time-consuming calculations in bilinear groups, including
exponentiation operation and bilinear pairings). For ease of
comparison, let n be the number of attributes or the length
of the identity vector. In TABLE III, e0, e1 and p denote
the execution time of a single exponentiation in G0, a single
exponentiation in GT and one bilinear pairing, respectively.
In TABLE IV, the size of a single group element in G0, G1 and
GT are correspondingly denoted as |G0|, |G1| and |GT |. The
former “(.)” and the latter refer to the decryption computation
cost of the original ciphertext and re-encryption ciphertext in
“(.)�(.)” presented in TABLE IV.

As seen from TABLE III, We discover that the calculation
costs of the setup algorithm in [30], [33], [34], [37], [38],
[39], [40], and [36] and our framework all increase linearly
with the number of attributes or the length of the identity
vector; the computation costs of generating secret keys for
users in [33], [34], [37], [38], [39], [40], and [35] and our
construction are proportional to the number of attributes or
identities owing to that a set of attributes or an identity vector
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TABLE III

COMPUTATION COST COMPARISONS OF OUR SOLUTIONS WITH RELATED SCHEMES

TABLE IV

STORAGE COST COMPARISONS OF OUR SOLUTIONS WITH RELATED SCHEMES

is embedded into a secret key; since an access policy or access
vector is embedded in the ciphertext or authorization token, the
computation costs of encryption and authorization algorithms
in all works grow linearly with the number of attributes in
the access policy or the access vector length, allowing the
data to be accessed by a group of authorized users. Because
the authorization key associated with a new access control
delegated to the clouds in all works is used for ciphertext
conversion, their calculation costs of ciphertext transformation
follow linear correlations with the number of attributes or the
length of the identity vector. In all works, the computation
costs of decrypting an original ciphertext or a transformed
ciphertext increase linearly because the secret key associated
with the number of attributes or an identity vector is used
for decryption regardless of whether the original ciphertext or
transformed ciphertext is decrypted.

It is also easy to deduce from TABLE III that the decryption
costs in MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA are both independent of the
number of pairing computation operations compared to other
works. As depicted from TABLE IV, it can be easily derived
that the storage costs for storing the public parameter (pp),
secret key (sk), authorization token (ak) original ciphertext
and transformation ciphertext in all works rise in proportion
to the number of attributes, identities, or the vector length

involved. We can also summarize that the storage costs for
storing sk in our solutions are relatively lower and our storage
costs of storing the original or transformed ct, pp and ak are
also comparatively lower.

C. Experimental Analysis

In this part, we only compare the performance of the
most prominent and state-of-the-art schemes [30], [35], [36],
[38], [40], MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA since the chosen com-
parison works to achieve flexible ciphertext transformation
represent the best scheme of IP-PRE [38], ABPRE [35] and
MR-BPRE [30], [36], [40], respectively. We implement the
experiments of our framework and [35], [36], [38] in Python
3.6.13 using Charm 0.43, PBC-0.5.14 library, OpenSSL-
1.1.1 [48] to evaluate the performance superiority of our
methodology. We utilize SS512 curve for paring to achieve an
acceptable 80-bit security level. The experimental simulations
are conducted on a laptop with an Intel Core i9-9900K CPU
@ 3.6GHz*16 and 32GB RAM running the 64-bit Ubuntu
18.04.5 LTS, which plays the role of cloud servers. Besides,
a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B device with Broadcom BCM 2711,
Quad core Cortex-A72 (ARM v8) 64-bit SoC @ 1.5GHz and
2GB RAM running the Raspbian works as the role of a mobile
user.
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Fig. 2. Running time at the registry authority and the server side for Setup, Register and Transform algorithms.

Fig. 3. Running time at the user side for Encrypt, Authorize and Decrypt algorithms.

In our implementation, the idea of key encapsulation for
backward compatibility is also followed. Here, we utilize
128-bit AES keys to encrypt the real data (refer to medical
images) based on a modified AES algorithm [47] and encode
the AES keys with the encryption algorithm of our MR-BPRE,
VF-PPBA and related works. The medical images tested in
our experiments are chosen from the dataset from the Can-
cer Imaging Archive (https://www.smir.ch/BRATS/Start2015).
The detailed experimental source codes can be publicly found
in https://github.com/xuehuan-yang/VFPPBA.

Fig. 2 shows the running time comparisons at the side
of TA and CSP for Setup, Register and Transform algo-
rithms. Specifically, Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) present the time
consumption of performing Setup, Register and Transform
algorithms to produce public key, secret key and transformed
ciphertext, respectively. As seen from Fig. 2(a), we can
learn that other than that in GSB+ [35], the calculation
time of Setup algorithm in other schemes including ST [38],
HYF [40], XJW+ [30], DZQ+ [36], MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA
grow linearly with the number of identities/attributes or the
length of access vector. From Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), it can be
shown that the time consumption of both the Register and
Transform algorithms in all simulated schemes increases with
the number of identities/attributes or access vector length to
be encrypted. We can also capture that the running time of
Setup algorithm in our MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA is slightly
higher than that in DZQ+ [36], but much lower than that
in HYF [40], XJW+ [30], GSB+ [35] and ST [38]. It is
also simple to conclude that the solution in GSB+ [35],
XJW+ [30], MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA are much smaller in the
running time of Register algorithm than HYF [40], ST [38],
but a bit higher than DZQ+ [36]. The time expense of Register
algorithm in GSB+ [35], XJW+ [30] is nearly the same as

that in VF-PPBA and somewhat lower than that in MR-BPRE.
In addition, it is also simple to observe that the time conduct-
ing Transform algorithm of our MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA is
marginally higher than DZQ+ [36], but considerably lower
than HYF [40], XJW+ [30], GSB+ [35] and ST [38].

Fig. 3 indicates the execution time comparisons at the
side of data owner, data recipients for Encrypt, Authorize
and Decrypt algorithms. In more detail, Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 3(c)
and 3(d) reflect the time cost of conducting Encrypt, Authorize
and Decrypt algorithms to correspondingly produce ciphertext,
authorization token, and cleartext. From Fig. 3, it is not hard
to derive that with the number of identities/attributes or the
vector length varying from 5 to 25 with an interval of 5,
the time consumption to produce each related parameter in
each respective sub-figure increases linearly. It can be also
observed from Figs. 3(a) that for the computation efficiency of
Encrypt, our MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA are slightly better than
GSB+ [35], but more efficient than HYF [40], XJW+ [30],
ST [38] and DZQ+ [36]. As well, we can also find from
Figs. 3(b) that for the Authorize computation efficiency, our
MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA are slightly lower than HYF [40],
XJW+ [30], GSB+ [35], but more efficient than ST [38] and
DZQ+ [36]. As presented in Figs. 3(c) and (d), we easily
reveal that when n varies from 5 to 15, the decryption running
time decoding the original ciphertext of our MR-BPRE and
VF-PPBA is somewhat higher than that of DZQ+ [36],
but slightly lower than that of DZQ+ [36] after n ranges
from 16 to 25. In addition, we also observe that the time
consumption of decrypting original ciphertext in ours is greatly
lower than that in HYF [40], XJW+ [30], ST [38] and
GSB+ [35]. For the time consumption of running Decryption
algorithm deciphering the transformed ciphertext shown in
Figs. 3(d), our approaches are slightly lower than DZQ+ [36],
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Fig. 4. Storage consumption of sk, at, original ct and transformed ct.

and significantly lower than HYF [40], XJW+ [30], ST [38]
and GSB+ [35]. The reason leading to the high efficiency
of MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA mainly stems from that the
number of bilinear map computations involved in ours is
apparently much less than that in others. For the execution
time comparison of our solutions in transformed ciphertext
decryption, the cost of our VF-PPBA is somewhat higher than
that of our MR-BPRE since realizing additional verifiability
requires a little time to produce related parameters.

Fig. 4 indicates the storage consumption of sk, at, original
ct and transformed ct. As seen from Fig. 4(a), it is readily
concluded that when n varies from 5 to 10, the storage cost of
storing sk in our MR-BPRE and VF-PPBA is always much
lower than that in ST [38], HYF [40] and GSB+ [35] and
slightly higher than that in XJW+ [30], DZQ+ [36]. From
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), it can be also seen that the storage
consumption of keeping at and original ct in our solutions
is the smallest except that the XJW+ [30]. Besides, we can
also observe from Fig. 4(d) that our MR-BPRE and VF-
PPBA consume lower storage resources in storing transformed
ct than ST [38] and GSB+ [35], but require more storage
resources than HYF [40], XJW+ [30], DZQ+ [36]. For the
storage consumption of at, original and transformed ct, our
VF-PPBA is always higher than MR-BPRE since achieving
more functionalities such as verifiability and fairness requires
more related parameters.

In summary, the smaller size of the secret key and ciphertext
commonly means faster time execution, and the lower time
consumption of the algorithm implies better performance for
the clients or efficiency evaluation. From the above-detailed
illustrations, we can learn that the efficiency of perform-
ing data encryption and decryption in our MR-BPRE and
VF-PPBA outperforms other related solutions, which makes
our approaches more practical in real data sharing scenarios.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, prior to devising a verifiable, fair and privacy-
preserving broadcast authorization (VF-PPBA) scheme for
flexible data sharing in untrustworthy cloud environments,
we first invented a privacy-preserving multi-recipient broadcast
proxy re-encryption scheme (PPMR-BPRE) for flexible data
sharing in semi-trusted cloud environments. Our PPMR-BPRE
not only allows any initially authorized recipient to realize
efficiently dynamical data sharing, but also makes any adver-
sarial users unable to learn authorized recipients’ identity
privacy from both the original and transformed ciphertexts.

Then, we designed a VF-PPBA scheme based on the proposed
PPMR-BPRE, which in addition to featuring all functionali-
ties, enables verifiability and malicious accusation resistance
for the outcome of the outsourced ciphertext conversion tasks.
The extensive rigorous security proofs demonstrated that both
PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA are secure. Next, we further
enhanced our proposals from both efficiency and function-
alities. Finally, we studied the performance via experimental
simulations to showcase more practicability and effectiveness
of our PPMR-BPRE and VF-PPBA compared to the existing
prominent and state-of-the-art solutions.
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